
 

 
 

Y13 History SIL Assignments  
 

1) You need to write a draft of the first section (AO1) for your History coursework (NEA). Remember, 
your word count for this section should be between 2,500 – 2,750 words. Do not go over this. It 
will mean you will not have enough words left for the next 2 sections. Your draft should:  
 

- Cover the full chronological range of the question  
- Be written like an essay: Introduction, clear and focused paragraphs, conclusion - Be analytical 

and stay focused on the question  
- Be balanced with a number of different areas of improvement assessed  
- There should be no time gaps longer than 10 years anywhere in your answer   

 
2) Plan out a detailed answer to the question below for all three sources on the next page. This is good 

re-cap for when we start Russia again and we will write up the answer in timed conditions for your 
initial assessment when you return in September. Remember to consider the value and limitations 
of provenance, tone and the sources content. Consider all aspects of the issue in the question (The 
Kronstadt Rising) – what would a historian want to know? What different aspects of the event does 
each source focus on? (causes, events, consequences and aftermath, how the event was viewed 
by different people etc) Consider all of these things when making your judgement on how valuable 
each source is.   

3) OPTIONAL: The Mid-Tudor Years 

Watch the documentary “Edward VI – The Boy King” by following the link. Answer the questions on 
the final page of this document. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tHyDHUkcN2o  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tHyDHUkcN2o


 

 

 

 

Assess the value of these three sources to an historian studying the Kronstadt Rising of 1921. 

 



 

Edward VI: The Boy King - David Starkey 

 

1. How old was he when he inherited the throne? 

2. How was Edward’s birth received by the country and why? 

3. What did the Act of Succession state in relation to Edward, Mary and 

Elizabeth?  

4. Who was Richard Cox and why was this essential to Edward’s upbringing? 

5. What instructions had Henry left regarding his death and control of the 

kingdom? 

6. What actually happened? Who emerged as successor? 

7. How old was Edward when he became King and why was his coronation 

controversial? 

8. What were Edward’s intentions regarding religion? 

9. In what ways did Catholicism remain in local parishes? Give examples.  

10. What changes happened to religion initially? Give examples.  

11. What was so controversial about the 1549 New Prayer Book? 

12. What happened to Somerset? 

13. How would you characterise the 14 year old Edward? 

14. What divided Edward and Mary?  

15. What religion was Mary? 

16. Why did Edward oppose Mary practicing Catholicism?  

17. What was the crux of the argument between Edward and Mary? 

18. Despite Mary disobeying, why was she safe? 

19. Why was the Second Prayer Book of 1552 so significant? 

20.  What position were royal finances in by the end of Edward’s reign? 

21. If Edward had of lived, how would England have changed? 

22. Why could Mary nor Elizabeth not succeed Edward according to the young 

King? 

23. Who does the Devise name as successor? 

24. Why does his scheme for the succession fail? 

 

 


